CASE STUDY:

Wannemacher Cuts In-ground Scale Expense
SOLUTION OVERVIEW:

Wannemacher Enterprises operates 50+ trucks which
provide reliable and efficient shipping within their home
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region of the New England States and also long-haul to
Georgia and Kansas. Wannemacher mostly hauls food grade
material packaged in large bags or boxes that are very
heavy. Before installing Air- Weigh scales, Wannemacher
drivers were spending time and money check-weighing every
load at an in-ground scale. With Air-Weigh on-board

Problem:
Daily check-weighing was

electronic scales, the drivers now weigh at the loading dock
and get on the road faster.

costly and inefficient
Air-Weigh Solution:
Adding on-board scales
eliminated time and cost
associated with checkweighing.

According to Jeff Sacher, Operations Manager, When
Wannemacher started using Air- Weigh scales two years
ago, their main objective was to eliminate the cost of checkweigh fees at in-ground scales. They also hoped to allow
drivers to identify and correct loading problems before
leaving the shipper’s dock. They quickly realized additional
benefits of using the Air-Weigh scales. Not only did they
eliminate the check-weigh fees, but their drivers were logging
fewer out-of-route miles, which resulted in improved HOS
times.

“We are more efficient and profitable because of the Air-Weigh system,” Jeff reveals, “It
pays for itself and allows me to cut costs.” Wannemacher was able to cut their scale
expenses by 70% in only one year with Air-Weigh scales installed on about 65% of their
fleet. Jeff also estimates that drivers are saving at least half an hour per load by
addressing weight issues before leaving the shipper’s location.
Jeff also reports that drivers prefer trucks that have the scales installed. “The best
testimonial that embodies the product you have comes from our drivers. If we put them
in a truck that does not have an Air-Weigh, I hear from them almost immediately saying
they want Air-Weigh.”
Air-Weigh is the industry leader in the design, manufacture and marketing of onboard
weighing products for the commercial transport industry. Air-Weigh has established itself
as the standard of excellence in on-board weighing through an outstanding product line
that is unparalleled in accuracy and reliability. Their products feature a patented dualpoint calibration system, coupled with several unique proprietary technologies that allow
customers to know their detailed axle weights at the loading site.
Air-Weigh eliminates weight-related costs including fees, time, out-of-route miles,
fuel, overweight fines, and equipment damage in truck stops. Air-Weigh products are
now standard on many fleets worldwide and are available as a factory option through
major tractor and trailer OEMs. For more information please visit www.Air-Weigh.com.
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